
GRAVOTECH GROUP

M20 ARTFOIL
HOT FOIL PRINTING SOLUTION The art of marking in gold

TIME SAVING

LIMITLESS

TRANSPORTABLE

No set-up time, compose on your computer and transfer directly on your item

Driven by a computer, you don’t need any die or mold. Unleash your creativity using a Gravograph software to mark 
some text or logos

Its reduced size, weight, and its flycase make it an easy to transport machine
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Marking area (mm) 100 x 90

Max. item size (mm) 180 x 110 x 40

Marking speed (mm/s) 35

Marking pressure From 0.3 to 1.2 Kg; 4 positions switch

Marking technology Hot foil transfer

PHYSICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Weight (Kg) 12

Dimensions X, Y, Z (mm) 345 x 315 x 380

M20 ArtFoil is the perfect solution for personalization using hot foil printing technology. You can personalize small 
items, leather goods, packaging, invitations, …
With a footprint of 345x315 mm and a weight of 12Kg, this is the most compact and the lightest Hot foil machine on the 
market.Controlled by a computer, the ArtFoil system eliminates expensive dies and costly set-up times, making even a 
single item hot foiling cost effective.
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Automatic Z reference
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Large selection of jigs
(To hold any item)

Choose your software
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Optional tactile tablet

Compact hot foil transfer
machine
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